1. The following lemma in the theory of convex sets is well known (see [1, §10] ).1
Lemma. Let M be a given set of points in a euclidean n-dimensional space and let p be a point of the convex hull of M. It is then possible to find n + \ points p0, pi, ■ ■ ■ , pn (not necessarily different) of M and n + \ real numbers X0, Xi, • • • , X" so that X.-^O, 23"-o X, = l, and P= 23"-oX¿£¿.
In general, the number « + 1 in this lemma cannot be replaced by any smaller number. The purpose of this note is to prove a theorem from which we deduce a necessary and sufficient condition that a given point p lie in the convex hull of a set of only « points belonging to a given compact set M.
We introduce the following notations and definitions.
We denote by M a given set in an «-dimensional euclidean space E". We denote the convex hull of any set AC.E" by 774.
Definition.
A point pEEn has the A-point property (A-p.p.) with respect to M if there exist k (or fewer) points qi,q2, ■ ■ ■ , qkEM such that pEH{qi}.
If p has the A-p.p. with respect to M then pEHM. Proof. We shall give the proof in an intuitive formulation. It is easy to arithmetize it but this would require more space and obscure the main ideas. Following Fenchel we first observe that it is enough to prove the theorem for the case in which M is a finite union of closed spheres and A has interior points. Suppose namely the theorem proved in this case. Then we obtain the general case in the following way.
Let M and A be the given sets and let Mn denote the set of all points of En having the «-p.p. with respect to M. Then M" is compact, and p is not contained in M". Choose a positive number e smaller than the distance from p to M". Using the compactness of M we now construct M{Z)M as the union of a finite number of closed «-spheres with centers in M.
Since A is compact and hence p has a positive distance from 774, we can find a closed set Ai with interior points such that A (ZAidMi and such that pQHAi.
From the way Mi and Ai are determined it is easy to verify that p still satisfies the conditions of the theorem with respect to Mi and Ai. Therefore, if we suppose the theorem proved for Mi and Ai, it immediately follows for the subsets M and A.
It remains to prove the theorem when M is a finite union of spheres and A contains interior points. Therefore suppose that M and A are such sets.
Let us consider the set 2 of all planes through p which are either License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use bounding planes or supporting planes of HA. It will be sufficient to prove that there is at least one of the planes in 2 which does not intersect M. For if such a plane had a point in common with 77.4, it would be a supporting plane to 774 and hence also meet A, a contradiction since A EM.
We topologize 2 in the natural way (the topology of unit direction vectors). This makes 2 compact. Let 5 be an arbitrary plane in 2. Denote by 5+ the closed half-space determined by S and containing A (since A has interior points this half-space is uniquely determined). Let S~ be the other closed half-space determined by 5.
For each SG2 let E(S) be the volume of S+r\M. Then E(S) is a continuous function defined on a compact space. Hence there exists a plane Si such that (1) E(Si) = sup E(S).
se s
We now show that Si or some 5 near it has a vacuous intersection with M.
Suppose Sif\M = N9£0. Since p does not have the «-p.p. with respect to M, and since N is in an (« -l)-dimensional plane and is a subset of M, the lemma yields pEHN. Hence there is in Si an (» -2)-dimensional plane T which does not meet HN (and hence not M) and which divides Si into two closed half-planes U^)N and V. Let us consider (» -l)-dimensional planes through T and close to Si, which we can think of as being obtained by turning Si through a small angle around T. We consider separately the effect of turning on VC\M and UC\M.
(a) Since M is compact, a sufficiently small turning of Si in either direction will produce a plane with the property VT\M=0.
(ß) A sufficiently small turning of Sx in the direction that moves U into Si will produce a plane S for which UC\M = 0. For otherwise there would be points of M between Si and S on the same side as U (but according to (a) none on the same side as V), which, since M is a finite union of solid spheres, would mean E(S)>E(Si).
This contradicts (1) and thus completes the proof. Remark. If A=M our theorem reduces to the well known theorem giving the existence of bounding planes. We have, however, used this theorem, since we needed the fact that 2 is nonvacuous. This set is convexly connected (but not connected). The origin does not have the 2-p.p. This example shows that Corollary 1 (and therefore Corollary 2 and the theorem) may be false for noncompact sets. M is bounded but not closed. It is also possible to give an example of a closed but not bounded set for which Corollary 1 fails to hold. Remark 2. That the converse of Corollary 2 is true is obvious.
Thus the condition stated is both necessary and sufficient for p to have the «-p.p. with respect to M.
